Dissimilar Metal Corrosion Prevention & Applications

Eck® Corrosion Coating Application Tips
Shake all products thoroughly. Eck® has Zinc Powder & Zinc Dust that
tends to settle. A good shake/stir will help insure that you are getting the
most protection out of the Eck® corrosion products.
Apply Eck®: into all drilled holes, onto all fasteners (bolts & screws) & inbetween all dissimilar metal flat surfaces. Behind – hinge, latch, light
assembly, lock-rod mount, rub-rail and any other part that is mounted to
the trailer.
Apply enough product so that it “oozes out” from around the sides of the
mounted part, creating a sealed barrier (the extra cleanup needed is well
worth the warranty costs savings)

Pictured above is an aluminum ambulance door assembled with stainless steel hardware.
Both the door and body show severe evidence of dissimilar metal corrosion. Eck® applied inbetween the piano hinge and all the stainless-steel fasteners would prevent these corrosion
“paint bubbles”.

Another example of an aluminum ambulance body fastened together with stainless-steel
hardware. Eck® applied in and around the drilled holes, onto the fasteners threads and inbetween the mounted part and the body of the vehicle would prevent this type of corrosion.

Shown here is an aluminum flat-bed trailer where a steel landing gear is mounted directly
onto the aluminum frame of the trailer. Since Eck® was not used as a barrier, these two
dissimilar metals reacted to the aggressive galvanic corrosion.

Shown above is another example of an all-aluminum trailer. This aluminum dump style trailer
was manufactured without any product separating the aluminum from the steel suspension.
This severe white corrosion can be prevented with a proper application of Eck® Corrosion
Coating. Without the proper applications, these metals will always corrode.

Using Eck® Corrosion Coating to separate the
fasteners is just as important as the flat surface
where the dissimilar metal is to be mounted. Here
is an example of a new fastener and one that has
been susceptible to galvanic corrosion.

Shown here is an aluminum boat trailer, where a piece of wood is mounted directly onto the
aluminum trailer. This example is shown to help demonstrate that no matter what type of
material is mounted to the aluminum surface, it will corrode without the proper steps applied
to prevent corrosion. Eck® is a petroleum-based product that is designed to prevent
moisture from being trapped in-between the surface of the part and the aluminum.

A stainless-steel piano-hinge mounted to the aluminum body with stainless steel fasteners.
Eck® has been applied with enough product to ooze out around the mounted part, creating
a sealed barrier. Additionally, Eck® is to be applied in and around each hole and on the
fasteners threads. These three steps will give you complete corrosion protection.

These two pictures are of a semi-trailer’s outer frame-rail being assembled to the aluminum
skin of the trailer. Plenty of Eck® Corrosion Coating has been applied so that when the outer
skin is pressed/assembled to this frame-rail end, excess product will ooze out around the
sides and in the drilled holes, creating a sealed barrier of corrosion protection.

Pictured here is an aluminum flatbed trailer where the landing gear is mounted directly onto
the aluminum frame of the trailer. Enough product is applied in-between this mounted part
so that excess Eck® will ooze out around the part, creating a sealed barrier of corrosion
protection.

Pictured here is an aluminum trailer with a mounted steel king-pin panel. This example is to
demonstrate how applying the product around the part will help prevent moisture and other
road di-icing chemicals from entering in-between these unwanted areas. Eck® Corrosion
Coating should be applied: in and around each drilled hole, onto each fastener and inbetween the mounted part and the surface of the vehicle.

Only the patented Eck® Corrosion Prevention Coating can give all three types
of corrosion protection.
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